
 
 
 

President’s Prize, 14 and 21 April 2021 

Introduction 

1. For the President’s Prize, as for all Major Tournaments, we need to make some 
modifications in order to play online with BBO. 
 

2. The Competition is confined to Members. Each pair must play in both Sessions. 

Pre-Entry 

3. As usual, we will have two “Rooms” playing the same boards simultaneously. 
Pre-entry is necessary so that we can populate each Room with an equal number of 
pairs of each Grade, in as far as we can. That way, we try to make each Room equally 
challenging. We will call them the RED Room and the GREEN Room. Each pair will be 
assigned a particular Room. When you register with your partner in BBO, be sure you 
go to your assigned Room. 

Session One 

4. We played Session One as two Mitchell movements, which were then merged to 
produce a single winning pair. BBO does not facilitate arrow-switching, so the 
accuracy is not as pure as we would like. However, a Mitchell movement in Session 
One was the only way to guarantee that a pair will not meet the same opponents 
twice. Lesser of two evils! 

Session Two 

5. For Session Two, the RED Room and the GREEN Room will again be populated so 
as to make each Room equally challenging. North-South pair from Session One stay 
put; East-West pairs from Session One change Rooms. On this occasion, because of 
different numbers of tables in each room, just one pair will be an exception, and they 
may meet opponents a second time. This is to avoid half-tables in each Room. Lesser 
of two more evils! 
 

6. Session Two will have two Howell movements which will then be merged to 
produce a single winning pair. 

Overall Result 

7. Overall result will be achieved by simple addition of the Sessions’ match points. 
Handicaps will be applied.  

Focail Scor 

8. RED Room and GREEN Room assignments will be notified in good time. Also, on 
our website www.bridgewebs.com/collins  

http://www.bridgewebs.com/collins

